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Abstract

Although Japanese manufacturing companies in 1980s showed high performance as

an excellent in manufacturing technologies, in the 1990s, so-called "ten lost years", they

lost their competitiveness remarkably by facing the collapse of the 'bubble' economy.

Meanwhile, manufacturing industries in newly countries, including China and India,

have rapidly grown, resulting in deep concerns about the hollowing-out of respective

industries in Japan.

In these days, many Japanese manufactures, particularly electric makers and

automobile makers, have already done much to improve their performance extremely. It

depends not only on the economic environment, but also on new manufacturing

strategies.

In this article, we suggest some factors about the way to recover their

competitiveness from the aspect of integration of manufacturing system and IT

management.

Keywords: Enterprise Integration, IT management, JIT, Collaboration, Consensus

Building Approach

1. Introduction

Although Japanese manufacturing industries in 1980’s showed high performance as

an excellent in manufacturing technologies, Japanese manufacturing companies have

extremely lost much of competitiveness, because they faced to collapse of the 'bubble'

economy caused by extreme asset deflation. Accordingly, these ten years are often said

as Japanese Lost-Ten-Years. Meanwhile, manufacturing companies in newly countries,

including China and India, have rapidly grown, resulting in deep concerns about the

hollowing-out of respective industries in Japan.

Since the beginning of the 21st century, Japanese manufacturing enterprises have

initiated various reforms to recover their competitiveness focused on enterprise

integration. We represent some factors about the way to recover their competitiveness

from the aspect of integration of manufacturing system and IT management. Through

several case studies, we would show the outline of many Japanese companies efforts.

2. Business environment and manufacturing industries in Japan

  In 1990’s, Japanese manufacturing firms vanished cost competitiveness of domestic

factories, resulting many products was transferred to China, not only low-technology
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goods but also advanced technology products such as DVDs and Laptop PCs. As a

result, just only specific products (cell phone) were still manufactured in Japan.

Manufacturing companies in China show remarkable improvements in the productivity

improvement and quality potentially intimidating Japan’s position as world-class

manufacturing centers. It might be time for us to reconsider what is the value of

Japanese domestic manufacturing.

Mr. Yanai, CEO of First Retailing Corp., which is a well-known apparel brand as

UNIQLO, says, “The competitiveness can not be restored by productivity improvement.

It is no longer possible for Japan to take leadership in the manufacturing field except for

exclusive products. All Japanese manufacturers should transform themselves into

knowledge-based companies” [1].

While such pessimistic opinions have become majority, Mr. Yamada, who is one of

the leaders in cell-based manufacturing, states, “It is possible for manufacturing

industries to recover their competitiveness if they get back to the basics of

manufacturing. Higher competitiveness should come from workers’ skills, mastership

and motivation. Added value is only located in “Genba”, or factory floors” [2].

In 2002, Dr. Koshiba and Mr. Tanaka won the Nobel Prize. In particular,

manufacturing technologies play a key role for this winning, and it is demonstrated that

manufacturing industries are the main pillars of our economy.

3. Innovation of Japanese Manufacturing System

The competitiveness of the Japanese manufacturing system may be due to integration.

Integration is the process, which builds the new whole by connection of multiple

heterogeneous elements. In this respect, the heterogeneous elements in manufacturing

systems stands for the divisions inside the company such as design, marketing and sales,

and so on, and external companies such as suppliers and customers. So far, integration

contributed to create a new common value by recognizing the significance of

interdependencies among elements [3].

Moreover, wide spread integration resulted in a quiet conscious revolution. This

revolution embedded the idea that regarded an organization as a kind of community, in

which employee works together across the sub-organizations. The goal of

communications in a company is a comprehension or a respect for activities in other

organizations. These ideas have changed communications within a company from a

traditional vertical-based communications to a novel horizontal-based communications

in order to create new value as a crew in one ship. This new philosophy has

revolutionized traditional relationships between design divisions and manufacturing
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divisions, between manufacturing divisions and sales divisions, and furthermore

between their own companies and suppliers.

A history of Japanese manufacturing system developed along parallel lines to a

history of integration. The growth of manufacturing system was greatly influenced by

the “Industrial Revolution” of Great Britain. At the same time, this may be the result of

scientific revolutions.

The U.S. promoted the new Industrial Revolution through the integration of science

and technology. MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) founded in 1861

supported the development of industries, such as oil, car, and electric power, as a

symbol of integration of science and technology in the U.S. Furthermore, the invention

of the transistor in 1948 was enabled by the collaboration of a physicist with an electric

engineer at the bell telephone research institute.

However, in the 1980s, the US lagged behind Japan with regard to manufacturing

engineering. “U.S. industrial performance has suffered not only from a failure to

coordinate the design and manufacturing functions effectively but also from a lack of

attention to the manufacturing process itself. Process design and production operations

has been neglected by management and held in low esteem by the technical

community” [4].

  As the U.S. surpassed Britain, Japan exceeded in manufacturing engineering and has

defeated the U.S. through cooperation with manufacturing engineers and design

engineers. The Japanese manufacturing system of the 1980’s attained high performance

by integrating design, manufacturing engineering, and production. The integration of

marketing and production in manufacturing processes like the Toyota system led to an

improvement in flexibility. Behind the Toyota system stands the “idea of production the

necessary units in the necessary quantities at the necessary time”[5].　Although Toyota

assembled only limited volumes of a wide variety of models, inventory reduction or

even “zero-inventory”, could be achieved.

The explosion of the Internet enabled to communicate with various corporations or

inter-organizations by exchanging product model data such as design information,

product information and order information. In addition, consumers are also able to

contact the companies easier and faster than before. For example, information exchange

via Internet made global procurement possible and uncomplicated.

To identify critical factors for reviving the competitiveness, we have interviewed and

studied typical manufacturing companies, including Mori Seiki, Toshiba Machine,

Denso, INCS, Tsubamex, and Tosei Electrobeam.

In CAD, the collaboration was further improved. Through the diffusion of 3-D solid
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modeling, the exchange of product information between companies became easier and

faster. Particularly, INCS Inc. developed a new mold manufacturing system, which

made full use of 3-D CAD. If we take an example, INCS provides molds for mass

production to their domestic and overseas customers within five days. Mori Seiki also

reached lead-time reduction by introducing Integrated Digital Manufacturing. After all,

this system provides competitive advantage in the marketplace.

In production, time-for-delivery information is exhibited using Web. For instance a

sales person can receive the latest load status of the plant, or order progress information

timely on demand. He can also exchange individual information via E-mail. Moreover,

all company sections and even suppliers can easily access information regarding sales

forecasts and the status of inventories.

Cell manufacturing systems were introduced for re-engineering initiatives of the

manufacturing process. Because cell-manufacturing systems were efficient in order to

respond diversification of customer’s needs, compared with the conventional mass-

production method. Improved efficiency was attained, “by switching form a batching

approach characterized by lengthy lead times and queues to cell-based work flow”[6].

Many Japanese companies already introduced this system, including the electronics

industry, and the precision instrument industry. Also Mori Seiki, a machine tool maker,

successfully introduced cell manufacturing, leading to significant reductions in cycle

time, leveraging digital innovation.

The Internet has changed customer relationships considerably by accessing huge

amounts of information and exchanging information with customers directly. A

customer searches the latest information from the PC’s at his office or home, and is able

to get the information of configuration in an incredible short time. The Internet also

enables to innovate after-services. Machine tool maker, including Toshiba Machine and

Mori Seiki, provides valuable after-services, such as failure diagnosis of machine tools,

supported by Internet and cellular phone.

Additionally efficient Supply Chain Management (SCM) is introduced in many

companies. The process from materials to customers would be integrated; the

companies along Supply chain can attain efficiency and responsiveness focused on

prompt actions to customer needs, and cycle time reduction. The relation between

companies and the sharing information is a key to success.

Prompt actions to customer needs and on time deliveries from suppliers have to be

balanced. Since the importance of supply-and-demand adjustments becomes increased,

networks between customers and suppliers are introduced by using Web technology.

Improvement in accuracy of demand forecasts, and smoothing of production is essential
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for SCM. Therefore, updating demand forecasts per month or even week is desirable. In

addition, the disclosure of manufacturing and order schedules to suppliers has also to be

performed in advance.

Moreover, many manufacturing companies implemented VMI (Vender Managed

Inventory). VMI means that a supplier has the responsibility for parts inventories. By

adopting techniques of information sharing with suppliers, the companies are

challenging the enhancement of competitive advantage.

The electronic Kanban system and procurement system were introduced in supplier

networks in the automobile industry and electronic industry. The integration of supply

chain and manufacturing system has resulted in improvement in productivity and

substantial lead-time reduction. Denso, which is the leading supplier of the Toyota

group, developed the QR code. QR code increases the amount of data handled

considerably compared to conventional bar codes, using 2 dimensional bar code

technologies. Subsequently Denso introduced company-wide digitization in order to

improve visible control systems and to meet information and material. The QR code is

also used for suppliers and customers with Kanban system.

Overall efficiency can nowadays only be achieved by using external resources

effectively. Excellent business processes can only be attained by the collaboration of

many companies. So, sharing of information between companies might enable this

change. In other words, establishing SCM and making sure what is a company’s core

business, results in competitive advantage and loyalty from their clients. Consequently,

companies might be reorganized along supply chain. SCM is focused on enterprise

integration as the significant strategy.

　It is well known that the success of Japanese industries depends on the capabilities of

many regional clusters. In fact, small and medium-sized enterprises with high

technology and production systems are decentralized in various places in Japan.

Collaboration of the technology or skill, which has collectively pooled in decentralized

place, stand on a par with competitiveness of Japan, such as electronic parts

manufacture, molding and precision parts processing.

  Since production bases are shifted to China, from a viewpoint of the hollowing-out of

local industries, these clusters have been challenging various programs, pursuing new

cooperation to enhance their competitiveness.

The Niigata local government pursued the “magnesium strategy” focused on the

promise to replace material by stainless steel. The government implemented structural

reforms, aiming to become a major production center again by applying magnesium

technology. Magnesium technology refers to the processing of stainless steel including
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stamping, surface treatment and grinding.

For instance, Tsubamex Co., Ltd. is a company dealing with mold processing of

magnesium. Tsubamex has introduced a 3-D solid modeling system and incorporated

the original design know-how about automatic correction technique in geometry into its

system. President Gai says confidently that the company can extract an error in

accuracy of 1/100mm. Thus, in automating this process, the know-how acquainted is

useful to overcome problems and to process successfully new material.

Furthermore, Tosei Electrobeam has been coordinating the cooperation of small and

medium-sized enterprises in the Tokyo suburban Tama area. Tosei Electrobeam created

the new cooperation for the small and medium-sized enterprises, which have specialties

and eagerness. And virtual enterprise that joins and works together whenever they need

was established.

4. The Challenges of Japanese Manufacturing Companies

By focusing on integration, many Japanese companies have attained improvements in

quality, lead-time and cost, and thus have enhanced efficiency and competitive

advantage.

4.1 Integrated Digital Manufacturing at Mori Seiki

  Mori Seiki, a manufacturer and supplier of machine tools, focused on combining the

three technology areas of information & networking technology, operation support

technology, and knowledge management technology with four business engines:

product design and development, production, sales and marketing, and service.

  Mori Seiki is a major maker of a machining center and NC machine tools and

developed Integrated Digital Manufacturing. This is a concept, which integrates Digital

design, Digital manufacturing, Digital sales and Digital service (Fig. 1). Applying IT for

a series of business processes such as design development, manufacture, sale, and

service in connection with machines tools, enabled Mori Seiki to increase

competitiveness in worldwide markets. These activities contribute to customers’

efficiency in the pursuit of technology and quality.

  The major product is a machining center. When developing the new product, digital

design was adopted thoroughly and each process of the conceptual design, design

review, detailed design and digital manufacturing was integrated by solid modeling. The

prototype building, which was practiced conventionally about 3 times, became

unnecessary by using a digital mock-up. When the company orders to suppliers using

3D, time to delivery could be cut in half, achieving substantial reductions in
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Fig.1.  Integrated Digital Manufacturing of Mori Seiki

development cycle time.

  Conventionally, specifications tended to become exaggerated. However, it is

successfully balanced between cost and performance now. Analyzing repeatedly with

CAE (Computer Aided Engineering), mass is reduced but stiffness is enhanced,

improving the overall process. About 90% or more of conformance has been achieved

between analysis results and the actual production data of static stiffness. 

  Quality at the design review stage was remarkably improved in the prototyping stage.

Although 100 sets were made at the time of product release, malfunction was

remarkably low. The formal drawing is made into solid model in a computer and

drafting function is utilized when a hard copy drawing is required. The number of

common parts is going to increase from now on.

  Digitization of product

information has had a positive

influence on production

management. Conventionally, it

took around six months from

raw-material delivery to product

shipment due to long lead-time,

increasing work in process.

When improving the process, the

MRP calculation cycle was

changed from weekly to daily

and the rack warehouse was

removed. In addition, the Kanban system was introduced and further changes such as

BTO were implemented by taking advantage of digitization of product information. The

establishment of cell manufacturing reduced production lead-time within three months.

  Since a computer is contained in the machine, using wireless LAN makes connection.

The information provided by LAN is used for work instructions in the factory and for

actual reports. Now, about 600 sets of machines are connected. By using cellular phone,

this system can also be used from home. In particular, the company developed a system,

which allows supervising the operation status of the machines even by using a web

browser from a remote place. The company also sells this system to their customers. To

meet the demand for networking of customer service, the remote surveillance, service

supports and the security management of a machine tool also is just being offered as in

the newest business.

The network of suppliers is built based on digitization of product information. It is
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going to enhance delivery time management as part of the purchasing process. Using

daily MRP enables automatic mail order to suppliers. By implementing 3-D solid

modeling, Mori Seiki has realized Integrated Digital Manufacturing by covering design

development, manufacturing process management, production control, sales, service

and supplier management with the application of advanced digitization of product

information.

4.2 Coordinating Company Tosei Electrobeam

The main business of Tosei Electrobeam is parts processing based on special

techniques such as laser machining, electrobeam machining, microscopic electric

discharge machining and water jet machining. The company always introduced the

latest equipment as soon as possible in order to meet customers’ needs and thus gained

new business opportunities. Connoisseurship of machine equipment and machining

technology are the company’s core competence. The company has also become well

known as a coordinating company of a regional cluster in recent years.

The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry chose the vicinity of Tama area in

Tokyo as one model for the 19 industrial clusters. In this area, there are 40 leading

factories and research institutes of large enterprises, 16,500 companies comprising four

or more employees, 27 universities of the faculty of science or technology and 100

leading companies, having around 10% market share in their respective fields. .

Since many large enterprises have shifted production bases to Asia, mainly China,

small and medium-sized enterprises were doomed to failure. There are many small and

medium-sized enterprises with high technology, such as sheet metal processing, lathing,

mold, and stamping, in the Tama area. However, the relation, so called a conventional

parent company and subsidiaries, was not sustainable. Many small and medium-sized

enterprises should sustain themselves without their parent companies supports.

The cooperation system started 16 years ago. A big customer requested Tosei

Electrobeam of making arrangements through total business processes. In the past, a

purchasing section of the big company made arrangement the whole purchased products

ordered by individual sections, such as material, processing, and an assembly. However

it was going to be difficult because of restructuring and management's rationalization.

In order to satisfy the customer demands, companies have often to improve existing

techniques. Through joint development, improvements of current technologies and

reductions in development time for new parts could be achieved. The cooperation of

companies, which have never been before, brought about increasing business

opportunities for each company involved. At the same time, a lot of technical
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Milling

information was accumulated and shared within the cooperation. The companies form a

kind of consortium, or in other words, a business group (Fig. 2).

Today, many large enterprises quite often visit the group for consultation in search of

the collective advantage. This cooperation is also employed in F1 (Formula 1), the

highest level of automobile technology. This cooperation received an order to develop

parts for the engine for F1 from a major domestic carmaker. The business group

completed the task from design to processing in close conjunction with each other. This

F1 machine repeatedly won and became an annual champion. Moreover, they received

many parts orders of frontier products including the parts of space satellites, airplanes

and experimental apparatuses used in the International Space Station,

As a coordinator,

Tosei Electrobeam

requires the group

companies to take

full responsibility

for quality control

and demands strict

observance of

delivery time and

cost. President

Ueno states,

“ Transformation

to a business

consortium in

which each company has specialized expertise is one of the most important strategies.

In the future, small and medium-sized enterprises have to flexibly adjust in order to be

an equal partner of large enterprises.

Now small and medium-sized enterprises in Japan are facing a crisis. Consequently,

manufacturing engineering in Japan vanished in many fields. Here, however, are the

aggressive management policies, for continuous challenge to new processing

technology and cost reduction, and materialization of them. These policies derive from

management concepts of which Japanese companies have been proud for ages.

5. Advanced Initiatives for Recovering Competitiveness

New initiatives of enterprise integration are vital in order to correspond to market

trends promptly and to bring new products continuously to market. In this chapter, we
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will introduce two advanced initiatives. The first comes from the MASP

(Manufacturing Architecture for Series Product) Association, which addresses a new

production system by integrating production control system and product development.

The second comes from the PSLX (Planning and Scheduling Language on XML

specification), which pursues business process integration with the focus on planning

and scheduling applications, based on common specifications for information exchange

among different organizations.

5.1 Development of a New Production System: The MASP Association

The evolution of new production systems like MRP (Material Requirement Planning),

JIT (Just In Time), and demand flow production management for SCM continues.

However, dramatic changes in the business environment require the innovation of more

competitive production systems.

Although MRP, which was established in the 1960’s, was an appropriate technology

for mass production, flexible response to high-mix low-volume production, the

shortening of product life cycles, cost reductions, and frequent engineering changes

and/or order changes were not always feasible. Until then, companies could respond to

different changes by applying Kaizen activities and by profiting from the flexibility of

their excellent employees. But obviously, companies needed fundamental solutions to

improve manufacturing processes systematically.

The MASP Association was founded in 1998 as a consortium with the objective of

building a new production system architecture, which solves above-mentioned problems.

It was reorganized into an association in 2001. The major purpose of MASP is the

distribution and application of the new production system architecture, solving vital

issues such as quick delivery, rapid and efficient product development, and prompt

response to different customer needs.

Previous investigations identified problems that companies had with BOM (Bill Of

Materials) introduced so far. Since similar products or series products lead to an

explosive expansion of the structure of BOM due to correction and change of a base

model, it is very difficult to maintain the latest status because of heavy maintenance

workloads. This issue is often the cases with mass customization products.

Furthermore, since BOM data and routing data such as manufacturing procedures

were separately managed at the planning and scheduling processes, it was difficult to

utilize different resources effectively. Additionally, in Japanese business practice, fixing

specifications too often lag behind customer orders and subsequent changes are

common in many cases.
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The MASP Association proposed new production system architecture in order to

respond to these needs, and developed the tool, “kernel” of new production control

system, to implement a core system. In addition, the association offered a pilot system

to participating companies.

The tool was named SPBOM (Series Product for Bill Of Manufacturing). SPBOM

handles series products, focusing on re-using technology on the level of the product

group or the sub product group. EXA Corporation and MITSUI & Co., Ltd., etc.

developed the pilot system. In the following, EXA has commercialized the tool.

The most advanced feature of SPBOM is that this tool has integrated the bill of

materials and the manufacture routing data through the concept of "group" rather than

item code. SPBOM can realize "pliant production", where it is not necessary to decide

the final product specifications at the time of order inputs. SPBOM makes the final

specifications gradually, by correcting it gradually to reflect the change of customer

needs.

In the following, some new

ideas were adopted. At first,

three different data, the item

definition of conventional

BOMs, item structure and

item routing, were integrated.

Second, the “Bill of

Manufacturing” was made

when defining the

specification template of

items with routing

information consisting of an

individual processing

function and the arrangement

of its processing functions. Finally, SPBOM allowed to produce various specifications

by combining processing functions.

These ideas made it possible to build an integrated database between engineering and

production. Furthermore, in the case of series products, items are not created from

scratch, but combine the processing functions of the existing bill of materials. Different

specifications can be expressed by a small amount of data. Consequently, explosion of

the database can be prevented and the workload of data input for maintenance also

decreases substantially. Furthermore, the system management became very
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straightforward, through grouping based on use or application and “condition of usage”

of products. (Fig.3).

By applying SPBOM, the production order can be started in a stage when orders are

not fully specified yet. Even if order specifications are changed frequently on the way of

production, modifications can be made easily. Especially, an object-oriented database

technology supports the resolution of these issues.

After finishing development, SPBOM was offered to participating members, and

some companies have already introduced the system. When a major furniture maker

implemented SPBOM on a trial basis, the amount of data compressed to 1/20.

The MASP Association proposed a new architecture, which can integrate product

development and production management based on the new BOM concept. SPBOM

may contribute to enhance the competitiveness of Japan’s manufacturing industry. In

fact, SPBOM is going to be adopted in industries in which MRP was not applicable

such as process industries (petrochemical, basic metal) and individual order-receiving

manufacturing industries (heavy industries, specialized vehicles), etc.

5.2 Establishment of an Integrated Scheduling System：PSLX 

APS (Advanced Planning and Scheduling) recently attracts attention as modeling

technology by optimizing various production processes and other processes in the

manufacturing industry,

Scheduling was conventionally one of the production planning processes in a

company. However, some enterprises have to enter into alliances with their suppliers or

customers, and subsequently, the process of a company has only a part of the whole

production processes. Scheduling is regarded as a key application for enterprise

integration. An information infrastructure for distributed planning and scheduling is

necessary for coordination, collaboration and communication. The Internet can

contribute to shorten total lead-time and to reduce inventory through the efficient

utilization of the supply chain.

PSLX Consortium was founded in 2001, as a non-profit organization by IT

companies, manufacturing companies, and research organizations such as universities. It

was renamed Advanced Planning and Scheduling Organization for Manufacturing in

2006.

“The Objective of the consortium is to establish an APS (Advanced Planning and

Scheduling) standard for collaborative manufacturing and to support world-wide

manufacturers implementing valuable APS systems. As results of our activities, we

hope that elaborated manufacturing knowledge and IT based management are combined
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to integrate for the next generation's manufacturing industries.” [7].

The major goal of the organization is to propose a standard representation schema for

planning and scheduling problems. According to this schema, a representation language

is used for data communication on the Internet. Therefore, in order to enable dynamic

collaboration for enterprise integration, the proposed schema has to have a fundamental

data structure and a basic framework of representation.

In particular, various activities were needed,

①Establish a standard for the APS data representation language

②Discuss and propose the grand design of manufacturing enterprises

③Support the development of tools and demonstration system based on common

specifications

④Provide the neutral information exchange stance between user companies and

venders

⑤Provide technical information about scheduling and APS

⑥ Disseminate specifications by cooperating with domestic and overseas

standardization organization

Professor Nishioka, one of the leaders, emphasizes the significance of XML in

standardization, and says that XML enables the cooperation between different

companies, especially their business processes. Therefore, a standard for XML

representations specializing in production planning and scheduling is required [8]. By

using XML and exchanging information with different sections or different companies

directly, the production, sales, and purchase sections can individually update their

databases and develop each scheduling.

PSLX Technical specifications, consisting of the following items, were published in

March 2003.

PSLX-00　Guideline （Architecture of manufacturing enterprises, how to apply APS）

PSLX-01　Grand design for manufacturing enterprises （Business model、BOM model、

Use CASE: Computer Assisted Software Engineering）

PSLX-02　APS Agent models

PSLX-03　PSLX Domain objects

PSLX-04　XML Specification and Data Exchange（XML Scheme, Protocol data,

examples）

PSLX-05　PSLX Common Dictionary

Additionally, PSLX technical specifications version2 were published in May 2006.

Part 1: Enterprise Model (English / Japanese)

Part 2: Activity Model (English / Japanese)
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Part 3: Object Model (Figures in WD3) (English / Japanese)

Part 4: APS Domain Ontoligy

Part 5: XML Schema

Part 6: RDB Schehma

The following advantages are attained through this initiative.

①Schedules can be viewed graphically from different places outside the factory

②Planning and scheduling problems of different business components can be

integrated

③Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) can be developed with a common

interface for schedulers or shop floor software.

④Different kinds of integration with ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) will be

dynamically available for floor level management.

⑤The APS system has more design flexibility by using scheduler as a connectable

component

These advantages allow collaboration, quick response to change, and shortening of

lead times between sections, factories, companies, schedulers, and processes. This

development enables companies to easily build a supply chain system.

Each member can enjoy the following benefits by taking part in this consortium. APS

solution providers such as package venders, SI companies, and consulting firms can

reduce development cost and offer improved quality. They can reuse software parts,

which conform to standard specifications. Manufacturing companies can obtain

technical trends of manufacturing system in the new IT environment, and are able to

shift effectively to production control systems for the next generation by utilizing

accumulated technical know-how.

As represented in JIT or the Seiban Management system, the advanced Japanese

production management system is re-defined in the framework of APS technology. The

global standard based on Internet technology has been developed in Japan. This

recommendation was reported to ISO in 2003.

6. The Key Factors to Establish New Competitive Advantage

  As stated above, the development of manufacturing industries in Japan has embodied

enterprise integration to a large extent. We would identify some factors that Japanese

manufactures could recover their competitiveness.

6.1 New Manufacturing Strategies

  First of all, the ultimate target of businesses is to focus on customer. It means
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customer oriented manufacturing. For instance, module technologies have evolved at

Western automotive manufactures because of reduced outside labor and logistics cost.

But in Japan, modules are one of the principle means of new added value on automotive

product [9]. Modules do not always meet sophisticated needs in matured markets, since

standard interfaces have sometimes redundancies and restrictions with respect to weight,

size, length or programming code. The advantage of Japanese manufacturing enterprises

may be the capability to manage complicated interfaces through close relations between

companies.

  Customer-oriented products are brought to markets through the collaboration between

companies along the supply chain. Japanese manufactures have not only technical

capability but also their own architecture to make small, light, and thin products. The

business model, which integrates in-house production and product development of key

devices, is especially a basic strategy in Japanese manufacturing industries.

  Second, Japanese manufacturing companies place the most importance on sustainable

manufacturing capabilities. Fujimoto argues that even in the so-called "ten lost years",

Japanese manufacturing industries, particularly automobile industry, have not lost the

manufacturing capabilities, and these capabilities are major leverage factors for

recovery of the industry competitiveness [10]

  In the U.S., EMS's (Electronic Manufacturing Services) such as Solectron have

created new businesses by targeting manufacturing outsourcing in the electronic

industry. Manufacturing outsourcing and module technologies will have great effects on

products, manufacturing systems and collaboration between companies, and will

encourage the reorganization of the supply chain. It might be of increased importance to

manufacturing industries in Japan to deal with those trends.

Meanwhile, there may be another revitalization scenario. Unlike in the U.S. many

electric makers or automobile makers in Japan seem not to decouple non-core business

or non-core technologies. This approach is different to the strategy of GM and Delphi,

but seems to be successful so far in Japan. For instance, Toyota is of the opinion that the

source of competitiveness derives from holding parts technology inside. Matsushita

sustains a great brand without outsourcing production to EMS. Sharp keeps its position

as powerful product supplier in the electrical appliance markets. At the same time, the

company enhanced its competitiveness by adhering to manufacture value added devices

and materials like liquid crystals. Sony returns to their original advantages by

manufacturing core products in-house.

  Additionally, the cooperation with device suppliers or parts suppliers, and final

product manufacturers is essential in order to provide customer oriented products.
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Fig. 4 Consensus-Building Approach

Particularly the capability of supplying value-added materials and core device is

significant resource of their competitiveness. This fact becomes obvious in electronic

devices like TV monitor, liquid crystal, plasma and cellular phones.

6.2 Strategy Focused IT Management

We should not ignore the role of IT on the recovery of Japanese company’s

competitiveness. We have examined IT management practice in another 18 Japanese

leading companies, including Toyota, Nissan, and Nippon Steel. It has been often

reported that those companies have implemented many effective computer applications,

such as CAD, production management system and SCM. However Japanese IT

management practices has never been focused on. Certainly many advanced concepts

and application has been introduced from US and Western countries thus far, however,

we would identify some outstanding IT management practices of Japanese companies.

Thus far, many researchers have focused on investment payoff or RIO. However

Japanese companies adopt another IT management approach. Bensaou & Earl [11]

described, “Japanese see IT as just one competitive lever among many. Its purpose, very

simply, is to help the organization achieve its operational goals”. Japanese companies

place higher priority on strategy instinct, performance improvement, and organizational

bounding among IT people and user function, where Western companies emphasize

strategy alignment and value for money.

  In planning stage, many companies

emphasize the “hard merit”, which is

measured reliably before and after the

IT project by quantified performance

indicators. Measures that are hard to

monitor will increase arbitrariness,

uncertainty and risk.

As well known, Japanese

companies usually put stress on

interdepartmental coordination. We

[12] suggested consensus-building

approach (Fig. 4), which is relevant

for strategic IT investment project. In

strategy focused IT management, the strategic goals are set initially, followed by

different initiatives. Management make a commitment to invest in IS div., IS div. make

a commitment to provide IS service for user div. and user div. make a commitment to
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improve performance for management. Through this cycle, they can get returns form IT

investment. Each function is closely involved in this cycle through each commitment,

resulting maximize IT payoff.

Both Toyota and Nissan do not adopt charge back system because it might be an

impediment. Obviously, they see IT as one tool for business reform. Thus, this IT

management approach enables IT to support achievement of strategic goals.

7. Conclusion

  After recession, Japanese manufacturing companies were able to recover their

competitiveness. The dominant success factors are new manufacturing strategies,

including customer oriented product, and IT management, including consensus-building

approach. Customer-oriented products appear in markets through the collaboration

among companies in the supply chain. Japanese manufactures have not only technical

capability but also their own architecture to make small, light, and thin products. Their

business model, integrating in-house production and product development of key

devices, is especially a basic strategy of Japanese manufacturing industries.

 Strategy focused IT management enables IT to attain strategic goals, based on

consensus building among management, IS div., and user div.

  In accordance with our studies, we conclude that new strategies will continuously

build and sustain their capabilities, and lead Japanese companies to great success.
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